The Vixen Diaries
As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience more or less
lesson, amusement, as with ease as union can be gotten by just checking out a
ebook the vixen diaries along with it is not directly done, you could
understand even more something like this life, on the subject of the world.
We offer you this proper as skillfully as simple pretentiousness to get those
all. We come up with the money for the vixen diaries and numerous ebook
collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the middle of
them is this the vixen diaries that can be your partner.

Game Over Ramos Winter 2013-04-01 Winter Ramos, one of the new faces on VH1's
hit reality television show, Love and Hip Hop New York Season 3 delivers a
brazen and unabashed memoir of her life in the world of hip hop. In Game Over,
Winter puts all of her emotions on the page leaving no experience, emotional
abuse, or former lover uncovered. From her days as assistant to rapper,
Fabolous and friend to, Jada Kiss, to appearing on Love and Hip Hop and being
Creative Costume Designer for Flavor unit Films, Winter delivers a tell-all
book on her famous ex-lovers and experiences in the music industry. As the
chick that was always in the mix and cool with everyone, Winter was privy to
the cray beyond the videos, private flights, and limos that the cameras caught
for us. Her reality and theirs was no game. Game Over is Winter's cautionary
tale for the next generation of young women who believe that the fabulous lives
of celebrities unveiled in blogs and on reality television shows are all FIRE!
Stay tuned, because this GAME is about to get real.
Noisy Orchestra Sam Taplin 2013 Discover the world of the orchestra and press
the buttons to listen to the fun and lively music as they rehearse for their
big show.
Temptations Otis Williams 2002-06-25 The Temptations were the most commercially
successful and critically lauded male vocal group of the Sixties and early
Seventies. Through the years, the group's trademark razor-sharp choreography,
finely tuned harmonies, and compelling vocals made them the exemplars of the
Motown style. This is the frank, revealing story of the legendary supergroup,
told by its founder.
Vixen Jane Feather 2010-04-21 From bestselling, award-winning Jane Feather,
hailed as “an author to treasure” by Romantic Times, comes this passionate tale
of an iron-willed nobleman who suddenly becomes the guardian of a mischievous,
orphaned beauty. Chloe Gresham wasn’t expecting a warm welcome—after all, her
new guardian was a total stranger. But when Sir Hugo Lattimer strode into
Denholm Manor after a night of carousing and discovered he’d been saddled with
an irrepressible and beautiful young ward, the handsome bachelor made it
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perfectly clear he wanted nothing to do with her. Chloe, however, had ideas of
her own. . . . Driven by dark memories to a tormenting despair, the last thing
Hugo needed was an irritating, infuriating, unpredictable schoolgirl,
especially one whose stunning beauty and natural sensuality challenged his
self-control. Yet he owed it to the lass to turn her into a proper lady and
marry her off to a wealthy young lord in London. And by God he would do it . .
. if only he could resist the temptation to bring her to his bed . . . and if
only he could keep her safe from those who would use an innocent young woman
for shameless revenge.
Thong on Fire Noire 2007-03-06 Using her beauty in order to overcome the
challenges of an abusive childhood and financial disadvantages, egomaniacal
Sarita Robinson interacts with some of the hip-hop underworld's most powerful
players and turns dangerously vengeful when she is abandoned by her supporters.
Original. 75,000 first printing.
Vixen in Velvet Fern Michaels 2001 Aristocratic breeding and virtue could not
save beautiful and adventurous Tori Rawlings from a repugnant marriage. To
escape her betrothed, she exchanges identities with that of a tavern wench, and
finds herself at the mercy of Scarblade, the most notorious highwayman in
England . . .
The Oshun Diaries Diane Esguerra 2019-12-02 High priestesses are few and far
between, white ones in Africa even more so.When Diane Esguerra hears of a
mysterious Austrian woman worshipping the Ifa river goddess Oshun in Nigeria
her curiosity is aroused. It is the start of an extraordinary friendship that
sustains Diane through the death of her son and leads to a quest to take part
in Oshun rituals. Prevented by Boko Haram from returning to Nigeria, she finds
herself at Ifa shrines in Florida amid vultures, snakes, goats' heads,
machetes, torrential rain and a cigar-smoking god. Her quest steps up a gear
when Beyonce channels Oshun at the Grammys and the goddess goes global.
Awake Natasha Preston 2015-08-04 Don't miss the latest gripping, high-stakes
thriller from Wattpad sensation Natasha Preston, author of the New York Times
Bestseller, The Cellar. Of course, the dress was white. This is what I'm
supposed to die in, I thought. Not many people knew what their last outfit
would be. I pulled it over my head. It fit me perfectly. It had long, loose
fitting sleeves, a modest neckline, and waves of material on the skirt. I hated
it. There were no shoes, and I was afraid I'd have to run through the forest
barefoot but there weren't a lot of options. Besides, I'd run barefoot over a
bed of nails to get away. "Scarlett, are you ready?" he called. I looked in the
mirror and took a deep breath. Time to fight for my life. Scarlett Garner
doesn't remember anything before the age of four-until a car accident changes
everything. She starts to remember pieces of a past that frighten her. A past
her parents hid from her...and a secret that could get her killed.
Diary of a Stalker Electa Rome Parks 2012-01-01 Electa Rome Parks paints a
powerful portrait of a crazed fan who can't seem to close the book on the
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affair after a one-night-stand with a famous author—and who will stop at
nothing to make him hers. Even if that means killing him. . . Bestselling
author Xavier Preston is used to women throwing themselves at him. On top of
being a successful writer, he's also tall, dark and sexy as sin. He's always
relished the attention, in fact, and is ever-willing to entertain the erotic
urges of women wanting to get between more than the covers of his novels.
Except once he meets Kendall, he decides it's time to put his womanizing ways
behind him and devote himself to her entirely. Well, almost. . . Gorgeous Pilar
is the last decadent treat Xavier decides he'll help himself to—thinking they
are both on the same "no strings" page. Except behind Pilar's fine façade beats
the heart of a raving maniac—a fatally attracted fan addicted to the kind of
hot loving only Xavier can give her. And she's not about to let him get away
from her so easily. So what starts out as a discreet dalliance soon spirals
into a deadly game of obsession and pain—which can only have one winner. . .
Satisfaction Karrine Steffans 2014-07-02 Encourages couples to make fantasies
and role-playing a regular part of their sex lives and features chapters on
domination, paid escorts, and swinging.
We Are Not the Same, and That's Okay Inc. Tlc Operations 2020-02-11 Founded in
1969 and located in Raleigh, North Carolina, Tammy Lynn Center empowers
individuals of all abilities to live their fullest life. Their programs include
Early Childhood Intervention Services, Educational Services, Home & Community
Based Services, Applied Behavioral Analysis, Therapy Services, and Residential
Services. More information about Tammy Lynn Center can be found at
www.nctlc.org
It's No Secret Carmen Bryan 2007-11-06 A behind-the-scenes memoir by the woman
associated with the notorious Nas and Jay-Z hip-hop feud describes her career
at Def Jam and Capitol Records, her shared parenting experiences with Nas, and
her secret relationship with Jay-Z. Reprint.
The Vixen Manual Karrine Steffans 2009-07-13 Since she exploded on the scene
with her two juicy and impossible-to-put-down tell-alls, readers have wanted to
know even more about what makes Karrine Steffans tick. How was she able to meet
all the high profile politicians, movie stars, and other celebrities that are
her close acquaintances? What skills does she possess to keep men wanting more?
Finally, Karrine lays it all out and explains exactly what a woman must do to
win over the man of her dreams. With chapters like "Never Let Him See You
Sweat," "Flirting," "Encouraging His Manhood," and "Give Him What He Wants,"
this hot and sexy manual is a must-have for every woman's bookshelf.
Decor and the Single Girl Karrine Steffans 2014-05-06 When your living space is
attractive and inviting, guests respond. As a single woman, this is especially
true for potential suitors you allow into that space. After all, how can he
imagine himself in your life if he's not comfortable in your home? As your life
changes, your decor changes and you must design your life around the
relationship you desire and deserve. Your style doesn't just communicate who
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you are; it also tells people who you want to be. If you're a single woman
looking to make a real connection, it's time to make sure your decor sends the
right message. Decor and the Single Girl, by New York Times bestselling author
Karrine Steffans, is a beautifully photographed guide for today's single woman
ready to make room in her life for a man. But, before she makes that room, she
has to decorate it—and not for the life she has, but for the life she wants!
Each chapter offers easy, straight to the point, comprehensive advice, as well
as helpful shopping links, and even quick quips on how to recognize when it's
time to dump a man who may be unappreciative of the hard work a single girl
goes through to make her home appealing and comfortable. From the first date to
the day he or she moves in, Decor and the Single Girl helps the modern woman
appreciate what a touch of traditionalism and forward planning can mean to her
dating life and relationships.
Drink Fuck Sleep Karrine Steffans 2012-05-01 'Drink Fuck Sleep' is a collection
of essays depicting regrettable sexual experiences wherein alcohol was involved
either before, during, or after. With gripping, personal accounts of tragic,
heart-wrenching, sexually boundless, ultra-erotic, emotionally numbing, mind
thrilling, and scintillating experiences, the featured writers narrow the
divide between what people project and what they protect. It serves as a series
of precautionary tales, as well as proof of life and the parallels of the human
condition, regardless of our socioeconomic stations.
Confessions of a Video Vixen Karrine Steffans 2009-10-13 Part tell-all, part
cautionary tale, this emotionally charged memoir from a former video vixen
nicknamed 'Superhead' goes beyond the glamour of celebrity to reveal the inner
workings of the hip-hop dancer industry—from the physical and emotional abuse
that's rampant in the industry, and which marked her own life—to the excessive
use of drugs, sex and bling. Once the sought-after video girl, this sexy siren
has helped multi-platinum artists, such as Jay-Z, R. Kelly and LL Cool J, sell
millions of albums with her sensual dancing. In a word, Karrine was H-O-T. So
hot that she made as much as $2500 a day in videos and was selected by wellknown film director F. Gary Gray to co-star in his film, A Man Apart, starring
Vin Diesel. But the film and music video sets, swanky Hollywood and New York
restaurants and trysts with the celebrities featured in the pages of People and
In Touch magazines only touches the surface of Karrine Steffans' life. Her
journey is filled with physical abuse, rape, drug and alcohol abuse,
homelessness and single motherhood—all by the age of 26. By sharing her story,
Steffans hopes to shed light on an otherwise romanticised industry and help
young women avoid the same pitfalls she encountered. If they're already in
danger, she hopes to inspire them to find a way to dig themselves out of what
she knows first-hand to be a cycle of hopelessness and despair.
The Poison Diaries Maryrose Wood 2010-05-27 A dark, gothic tale of romance...
and murder.
Interview with the Vixen (Archie Horror, Book 2) Rebecca Barrow 2020-07-07 High
school bites -- especially when you want to kill your classmates. Check out
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this original horror novel featuring Archie Comics characters! Everyone knows
the characters from Riverdale: popular Archie Andrews, sophisticated Veronica
Lodge, girl-next-door Betty Cooper, and angsty Jughead Jones. But this is not
the Riverdale you know and love. Something twisted has awoken in the town with
pep. Inspired by the iconic Archie Horror comics, this reimagined universe
takes the grittiness of the TV show and adds a paranormal twist.Everyone thinks
that Veronica Lodge has it all: the rich parents and the big house. The popular
jock crush. The perfect best friend. But all that changes when she's bitten by
an ancient vampire named Theodore Finch. Theodore is turning all of Riverdale's
most powerful citizens into vampires -- including Veronica's parents. But
that's only the beginning of what he has planned... Veronica escapes from
becoming one of Theodore's minions, but the lives of the entire town are at
stake. Veronica can't defeat him alone. With some help from her friends,
Veronica discovers how to turn everyone back to normal -- including herself.
All they have to do is kill Theodore. But Veronica's bloodlust is getting
harder to control. Can Betty, Archie, Dilton, and Cheryl figure out how to stop
Theodore -- and save Veronica -- before it's too late? The Archie Horror series
contains all-new, original stories that fans of horror AND fans of Riverdale
will die for!
Vindicated Karrine Steffans 2015-06-02 For a decade, Confessions of a Video
Vixen author Karrine Steffans and the details of her private life have been the
subject of debate and scrutiny. But, as gossipmongers and critics speculated,
assumed, and manufactured tall tales about the New York Times bestselling
author, Karrine hid herself and her truth from the world, imprisoned by an
abusive marriage and the judgments of society. In Vindicated: Confessions of a
Video Vixen, Ten Years Later, Karrine takes readers into the belly of the beast
as she harrowingly chronicles the systematic breakdown of her mind, body, and
spirit at the hand of one man and the events that propelled her back to
prosperity after losing everything. She candidly shares her struggle to be what
others demand, her obsession with the American dream, her desperation to appear
normal, the lengths to which she went, and the price she paid for it all. This
dark, long journey into the life of an abused and tormented woman, wife, and
mother uncovers a long-guarded set of painful personal truths, reveals the
inspiring details of her life-saving triumph, and will change everything you
thought you knew about Karrine Steffans.
SatisFaction Karrine Steffans 2011-08-10 The New York Times best-selling author
of Confessions of a Video Vixen encourages couples to make fantasies and roleplaying a regular part of their sex lives and features chapters on domination,
paid escorts and swinging.
The Cunning Little Vixen Rudolf Těsnohlídek 1986-01 This story tells how the
vixen is captured but escapes, marries, and raises a litter. She is shot by a
poacher, but her spirit survives in her cubs.
Losing It Valerie Bertinelli 2008-02-25 Valerie Bertinelli, then: bubbly sitcom
star and America's Sweetheart turned tabloid headline and rock star wife. Now:
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actress, single working mother of teenage rock star, and weight-loss
inspiration to millions. We all knew and loved Valerie Bertinelli years ago
when she played girl-next-door cutie Barbara Cooper in the hit TV show One Day
at a Time, and then starred in numerous TV movies. From wholesome primetime in
America's living rooms, Valerie moved to late nights with the hardest-partying
band of the decadent eighties when she became, at twenty, wife to rock
guitarist Eddie Van Halen. Losing It is Valerie's frank account of her life
backstage and in the spotlight. Here are the ups and downs of teen stardom, of
her complicated marriage to a brilliant, tormented musical genius, and of her
very public struggle with her weight. Surprising, uplifting, and empowering,
Losing It takes you behind the scenes of Valerie's acting career and marriage,
recalling the comforts, friendships, and problems of her television family, her
close relationships with her parents and brothers, the stress and worries of
being the wife of a rock star, and the joys of motherhood. Like many women,
Valerie often remembers the state of her life by the food she ate and the
numbers on her scale. So despite her celebrity, Valerie's voice is so down-toearth, honest, and appealing that you'll feel as if you're talking with a
girlfriend over coffee. Funny and candid, Valerie recounts her attempts to
maintain a healthy self-image while dealing with social pressures to look and
act a certain way, and to overcome career insecurities and relationship
problems, all of which will be familiar to the hundreds of thousands of women
who struggle every day with these same issues. From marital turmoil to the joys
of a new career, from being named among Penthouse's ten sexiest women in the
world to overhearing whispers about her weight gain in the grocery store, this
is Valerie's inspiring journey as she finds new love, raises a terrific kid,
and motivates other women as a spokesperson for Jenny Craig.
Natural Born Hustler Nikki Turner 2010-10-05 The reigning Queen of Hip-Hop Lit,
Nikki Turner returns with a fresh and fierce tale sure to satisfy longtime fans
and create new ones. Desember Day is beautiful, confident, and smart. She has
more game in the streets than a basketball player does on the court, and her
boyfriend, Fame, loves every single inch of her. But unlike her mother, who has
been in one bad relationship after another, Desember is not going to wait on a
knight in shining armor to save her, and even her love for Fame can’t stand in
the way of Desember selling anything and everything—legal or illegal—that can
turn a profit, so that she never has to depend on a man. The only thing
Desember feels she’s lacking is a father to call her own. And her mother
refuses to tell Desember who he is. When Fame finds himself at the wrong end of
a gun, fighting for his life, Desember wants nothing more than to stand by her
man, but Fame warns her from his hospital bed that she isn’t safe. Desember
wonders if she was the real target. Her mother, concerned for Desember’s
safety, arranges for her daughter to travel to Richmond, Virginia, to live with
Desember’s father and his wife.And when her father’s identity is finally
revealed, Desember learns that she is a Natural Born Hustler. But are her
troubles really over? Or is the worst yet to come?
The Scandalous Diary of Lily Layton Stacy Reid 2019-02-18 Beneath Lily Layton’s
sweet and charming exterior beats the heart of a vixen—one with shocking and
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scandalous secrets and desires. But as a genteel lady, she confines her
forbidden fantasies, like those about her employer’s devastatingly handsome
son, to her diary...until she loses it. Oliver Carlyle, Marquess of Ambrose,
has finally found the perfect wife, a woman who will not hide from his dark,
carnal cravings. He just needs to figure out who she is. When he has a secret
rendezvous with a mysterious stranger, suddenly he starts to believe she might
be the author of the diary. He’s determined to find out who his mystery woman
is... His biggest fear—and deepest fantasy—is she may be the one woman he
cannot have. Each book in the Sweetest Taboo series is STANDALONE: * Sin and
Ink by Naima Simone * Passion and Ink by Naima Simone * The Scandalous Diary of
Lily Layton by Stacy Reid
The Vixen Francine Prose 2021-06-29 Named one of the best books of 2021 by NPR,
The Washington Post, and Financial Times “No one states problems more
correctly, more astutely, more amusingly and more uncomfortably than Francine
Prose . . . The gift of her work to a reader is to create for us what she
creates for her protagonist: the subtle unfolding, the moment-by-moment process
of discovery as we read and change, from not knowing and even not wanting to
know or care, to seeing what we had not seen and finding our way to the light
of the ending.”—Amy Bloom, New York Times Book Review "Depending on the light,
it’s either a very funny serious story or a very serious funny story. But no
matter how you turn it, The Vixen offers an illuminating reflection on the
slippery nature of truth in America, then and now."—Washington Post Critically
acclaimed, bestselling author Francine Prose returns with a dazzling new novel
set in the glamorous world of 1950s New York publishing, the story of a young
man tasked with editing a steamy bodice-ripper based on the recent trial and
execution of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg—an assignment that will reveal the true
cost of entering that seductive, dangerous new world. It’s 1953, and Simon
Putnam, a recent Harvard graduate newly hired by a distinguished New York
publishing firm, has entered a glittering world of three-martini lunches,
exclusive literary parties, and old-money aristocrats in exquisitely tailored
suits, a far cry from his loving, middle-class Jewish family in Coney Island.
But Simon’s first assignment—editing The Vixen, the Patriot and the Fanatic, a
lurid bodice-ripper improbably based on the recent trial and execution of Ethel
and Julius Rosenberg, a potboiler intended to shore up the firm’s failing
finances—makes him question the cost of admission. Because Simon has a secret
that, at the height of the Red Scare and the McCarthy hearings, he cannot
reveal: his beloved mother was a childhood friend of Ethel Rosenberg’s. His
parents mourn Ethel’s death. Simon’s dilemma grows thornier when he meets The
Vixen’s author, the startlingly beautiful, reckless, seductive Anya Partridge,
ensconced in her opium-scented boudoir in a luxury Hudson River mental asylum.
As mysteries deepen, as the confluence of sex, money, politics and power
spirals out of Simon’s control, he must face what he’s lost by exchanging the
loving safety of his middle-class Jewish parents’ Coney Island apartment for
the witty, whiskey-soaked orbit of his charismatic boss, the legendary Warren
Landry. Gradually Simon realizes that the people around him are not what they
seem, that everyone is keeping secrets, that ordinary events may conceal a
diabolical plot—and that these crises may steer him toward a brighter future.
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At once domestic and political, contemporary and historic, funny and
heartbreaking, enlivened by surprising plot turns and passages from Anya’s
hilariously bad novel, The Vixen illuminates a period of history with eerily
striking similarities to the current moment. Meanwhile it asks timeless
questions: How do we balance ambition and conscience? What do social mobility
and cultural assimilation require us to sacrifice? How do we develop an
authentic self, discover a vocation, and learn to live with the mysteries of
love, family, art, life and loss?
My Lady Vixen Connie Mason 2004 When innocent Alexa Ashley is kidnapped by Adam
Foxworth, she falls prey to his masterful seduction, only to find out that it
is all part of a game of revenge. But two can play at that game. Reissue. Put.
4/04.
Miss. a and Johnny's European Escapade LONDON Silver Vixen 2021-03-09 Femme
Fatale is admired and despised simultaneously, and so are average middle-class
dads. An Escapade like no other begins in London. Finally, Johnny had peace and
stability in his life; wife, kids, and even God on his side. However, when his
charitable work fell into the hands of criminals, it all devolved. He was a
wanted man, his family disgraced and nothing up his sleeve. Johnny finds
himself in the darkest hour, and a troublesome past joins the party, pushing
him into an abyss. He was trapped in a world that was again casting him
aside... Miss. A had a flourishing career, living with purpose and exhilarated
to expand on exotic ambitions. Then, after a year of preparation for her debut
tour, she was unceremoniously betrayed. On the brink of losing important
accounts, investments, and prestige, she crossed the Atlantic alone. There was
no guarantee she would unearth the right man for the job in less than a week,
but she wasn't one to acquiesce without a fight. Succumbed by the bitterness of
reality and their inner daemons; a man on the precipice of suicide, a woman
with a peculiar profession, and a job offer that's nothing what it appears.
Loss, courage, and passion. Can Johnny be redeemed by being employed by the
most enigmatic woman he has ever encountered? Will Miss. A's gamble on a lost
soul pay off or ruin her? Does London deliver more than what they bargained
for?
Judge This Cover Brittany Renner 2018-10-08 A liberating journey through the
life and times of Brittany Renner. This book details the experiences of a woman
whom some love and others love to hate. It's a behind-the-scenes look into her
life. Some may categorize and prejudge without knowing her story, but here is
her truth. Written in a raw and real voice with wittiness and humor, Brittany
allows you to walk a mile in her shoes. Depending on your appetite for truth
and reality, this book may make you laugh, cry, cringe, or all of the above.
You should never judge a book by its cover.
Hiding in Hip Hop Terrance Dean 2008-05-13 “If you’re a fan of the hit show
Empire and its characters Cookie, Lucious, Hakeem, Jamal, and Andre, then you
have to check out Terrance Dean’s provocative memoir Hiding in Hip Hop. Dean
writes a compelling story about black gay men in Hip Hop and Hollywood, and
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what it takes for them to make it the entertainment industry.” – JL King, New
York Times bestselling author of On The Down Low Celebrated blogger and former
MTV insider Terrance Dean reveals a hidden side of Hollywood and hip hop in
this explosive and illuminating memoir. Terrance Dean worked his way up for
more than ten years in the entertainment industry from intern to executive and
has lived the life of glitz and bling along with Hollywood and Hip Hop’s most
glamorous heavy hitters. As a gay man immersed within the world of the famous
and the fabulous, Dean knows well the industry’s secrets and the façade that is
kept, that for men, promotes machismo and heteronormative behavior. Most of
what Dean unveils in this book is fascinating and salacious, but all of it is
true. He also shares his own secrets, and an account of the pain of his
mother’s addiction, and the poverty and molestation he experienced as a child.
Hiding in Hip Hop is not a traditional tell-all. It’s personal. It’s poignant.
It’s a provocative and honest look at stardom and sexuality.
Woman Karrine Steffans 2012-10-18 Karrine Steffans has been on an incredible
journey since birth. Infamous for chronicling her turmultuous youth, her
questionable life choices, and her rise as a New York Times and international
best selling author, this cultural icon, this vixen, started with prose.
Writing since the age of five, Steffans was inspired when discovering Edgar
Allan Poe at that impressionable age. Motivated by her grandfather, later that
year, she aimed for the coveted New York Times best sellers list. Twenty years
later, she made it and it all started with poetry. In this booklet, the author
shares some of her autobiographical poetry, once lost, and the origin of the
inspiration to share them.
A Deeper Love Inside Sister Souljah 2014-02-18 Natural-born hustler Porsche
Santiaga refuses to accept her new life in juvenile detention after her family
is torn apart and fights to regain what she has lost.
Vixen Rosie Garland 2015-02-12 Rosie Garland's extraordinary tale is a story of
superstition and devotion in the time of the Black Death and will bewitch both
new readers and fans of her much-loved debut, The Palace of Curiosities. DEVON
1349 The villagers of Brauntone are awaiting a sign. As they haul a stinking
creature from the nets, new priest Father Thomas thinks it has finally come. In
the hands of his young housekeeper, Anne, this creature is revealed as just a
girl, but in the mind of Father Thomas she is to be so much more than that. And
he will stake all but his own life on that as the Plague rages towards
Brauntone and its people turn to him to save them.
Succubi Like It Hot Jill Myles 2010-01-19 Jackie Brighton’s life as a succubus
is going great: she’s gone from mousy to bombshell, and although she has to
have sex every forty-eight hours or die, she has two hot guys—the vampire Zane
and the angel Noah—to scratch her Itch. But then her Itch accelerates to every
twenty-four hours, and she’s suddenly waking people’s unconscious just by
touching them. Something’s out of control so she and Remy, her mentor, go on an
adventure-filled road trip to New Orleans to consult with the oldest succubus
in the United States. Jackie learns she’s been cursed by a vampire queen—and
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reversing the curse demands a price she’s not willing to pay.
For colored girls who have considered suicide/When the rainbow is enuf Ntozake
Shange 2010-11-02 In celebration of its highly anticipated Broadway revival,
Ntozake Shange’s classic, award-winning play centering the wide-ranging
experiences of Black women, now with introductions by two-time National Book
Award winner Jesmyn Ward and Broadway director Camille A. Brown. From its
inception in California in 1974 to its Broadway revival in 2022, the Obie
Award–winning for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the rainbow is
enuf has excited, inspired, and transformed audiences all over the country for
nearly fifty years. Passionate and fearless, Shange’s words reveal what it
meant to be a woman of color in the 20th century. First published in 1975, when
it was praised by The New Yorker for “encompassing…every feeling and experience
a woman has ever had,” for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the
rainbow is enuf will be read and performed for generations to come. Now with
new introductions by Jesmyn Ward and Broadway director Camille A. Brown, and
one poem not included in the original, here is the complete text of a
groundbreaking dramatic prose poem that resonates with unusual beauty in its
fierce message to the world.
Perfection Julie Metz 2009-06-09 Julie Metz's life changes forever on one
ordinary January afternoon when her husband, Henry, collapses on the kitchen
floor and dies in her arms. Suddenly, this mother of a six-year-old is the
young widow in a bucolic small town. And this is only the beginning. Seven
months after Henry's death, just when Julie thinks she is emerging from the
worst of it, comes the rest of it: She discovers that what had appeared to be
the reality of her marriage was but a half-truth. Henry had hidden another life
from her. "He loved you so much." That's what everyone keeps telling her. It's
true that he loved Julie and their six-year-old daughter ebulliently and
devotedly, but as she starts to pick up the pieces and rebuild her life without
Henry in it, she learns that Henry had been unfaithful throughout their twelve
years of marriage. The most damaging affair was ongoing--a tumultuous
relationship that ended only with Henry's death. For Julie, the only thing to
do was to get at the real truth--to strip away the veneer of "perfection" that
was her life and confront each of the women beneath the veneer. Perfection is
the story of Julie Metz's journey through chaos and transformation as she
creates a different life for herself and her young daughter. It is the story of
coming to terms with painful truths, of rebuilding both a life and an identity
after betrayal and widowhood. It is a story of rebirth and happiness--if not
perfection.
High on Arrival Mackenzie Phillips 2011-08-04 Not long before her fiftieth
birthday,Mackenzie Phillips walked into Los Angeles International Airport. She
was on her way to a reunion for One Day at a Time, the hugely popular 70s
sitcom on which she once starred as the lovable rebel Julie Cooper. Within
minutes of entering the security checkpoint, Mackenzie was in handcuffs,
arrested for possession of cocaine and heroin. Born into rock and roll royalty,
flying in Learjets to the Virgin Islands at five, making pot brownies with her
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father's friends at eleven, Mackenzie grew up in an all-access kingdom of
hippie freedom and heroin cool. It was a kingdom over which her father, the
legendary John Phillips of The Mamas & the Papas, presided, often in absentia,
as a spellbinding, visionary phantom. When Mackenzie was a teenager, Hollywood
and the world took notice of the charming, talented, precocious child actor
after her star-making turn in American Graffiti. As a young woman she joinedthe
nonstop party in the hedonistic pleasure dome her father created for himself
and his fellow revelers, and a rapt TV audience watched as Julie Cooper wasted
away before their eyes. By the time Mackenzie discovered how deep and dark her
father's trip was going, it was too late. And as an adult, she has paid dearly
for a lifetime of excess, working tirelessly to reconcile a wonderful, terrible
past in which she succumbed to the power of addiction and the pull of her
magnetic father. As her astounding, outrageous, and often tender life story
unfolds, the actor-musician-mother shares her lifelong battle with personal
demons and near-fatal addictions. She overcomes seemingly impossible obstacles
again and again and journeys toward redemption and peace. By exposing the
shadows and secrets of the past to the light of day, the star who turned up
High on Arrivalhas finally come back down to earth -- to stay.
Turtle in Paradise Jennifer L. Holm 2010 From a two-time Newbery Honor author.
In 1935, when her mother gets a job housekeeping for a woman who does not like
children, 11-year-old Turtle is sent to stay with relatives she has never met
in far away Key West, Florida.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Private Investigating Steven Kerry Brown 2007
Thoroughly revised and updated, a detailed guide to becoming a private
detective furnishes practical information and advice on how to earn one's P.I.
license and explains the techniques of pre-employment research, tenant
screening, adoption searches, due diligence searches, skip tracing, and more.
Original.
Petite Wordplay Crosswords Frank Longo 2012-11-06 When you're in need of a
brief escape from the daily grind, grab Petite Wordplay Crosswords and add a
little excitement to your life. Each crossword has an expertly crafted,
wordplay-based theme, not just a random collection of assorted words. Keep it
by your bed or in your bag so you'll always be ready for a little brain-bending
fun!
The Vixen Diaries Karrine Steffans 2007-09-25 This titillating exposé
chronicles the personal and professional adventures of this tabloid-laden
socialite, dispelling some rumors, while confirming others. Diaries unveils the
heavily shrouded Hollywood backrooms and its coveted secrets. Offering her
ardent fans answers to burning questions and presenting lessons learned, this
book will surely not disappoint. Karrine Steffans continues to dish out juicy
gossip and the much sought after details of her star studded lifestyle and the
celebrity men that helped her get where she needed to be. Karrine draws you in
to get an up-close and personal look at the Hollywood life of fast money and
sex; all the things that make for a great movie. She discusses her interactions
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with people after the release of Confessions of a Video Vixen and how she copes
with it all.
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